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Interiorization Rundown Series 12 

INT RUNDOWN CORRECTION LIST 
REVISED 

PC: _______________________________________    DATE: ____________________ 

AUDITOR: _________________________________ 

The purpose of this list is to correct an un-flat, overrun or otherwise messed up Int RD. 

This list is used when: 

A)  The subject of Int/Ext reads on a repair list and the Int RD has already been run. 

B)  A bog occurs on the Int RD itself. An L3RG would first be used to detect any 
Dianetic errors. 

C)  The PC is upset after the Int RD or the End of Endless Int Repair RD, has head 
somatics, high or low TA, or is not VGI’s on the subject of going into things. 

NOTE 1: Per HCOB 12 Sep 78, URGENT. IMPORTANT, DIANETICS FORBID-
DEN ON CLEARS AND OT’s, Dianetic Clears, Clears and OT’s are not to be audited on 
the Int RD as it uses Dianetics. They may be given the End of Endless Int Repair RD as it 
is a Recall Process. 

The following list may be assessed on Dianetic Clears, Clears and OT’s, however,      

as:  

1) It also applies to the End of Endless Int Repair RD.  

2) The PC may have been run on the Int RD before the above HCOB was issued. 

If a Dianetic Clear, Clear or OT reads on any question which calls for a Dianetic 
handling (Ex: Questions 2, 3, 4, 7, 9, 29) the Dianetic handling is not done. Do NOT en-
gage in any activity that brings about further engram running. 
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The correct action, if you get a read on one of the above questions, is to indicate it 
and let the pc tell you about it if he wishes, to bring it to an F/N. 

Where the handling calls for an L3RG, an L3RG could be assessed, but you must 
not do more than indicate the reading questions. You must not engage in engram running. 

Otherwise, the handlings given on the Int RD Correction List may be done on Cle-
ars and OTs. A Clear or OT who then has any further un-resolving Int trouble would be re-
ferred to an AO for handling. 

NOTE 2: If the PC has had only the End of Endless Int Repair RD do not assess 
those questions marked with an asterisk (*) (Questions 2, 3, 4, 29) or do any repair action 
that calls for Dianetics. 

_________________ 

Assess this list Method 3. 

Take up each item that reads and get the reading item fully repaired to F/N. Sup-
press and False can be used as needed to take a question to F/N. Handle each read to F/N. 
Do not go on to another question leaving one that has not F/N’ed. 

If at any time while doing the list the pc has a big win with F/N, VGIs, acknowl-
edge, indicate the F/N and end off. Do not take the list beyond a major win for the PC. 

R-FACTOR: We are going to do an assessment concerning the subject of interioriza-
tion. (If pc does not understand this R-Factor clear up what the Int RD or the End of End-
less Int Repair RD was as he may not have recognized it.) 

____________ 

1. On your INT handling, is a recall flow un-flat? ___________

Assess the following, using the Int button the PC has been run on. 

Is recall a time when you (Int button) unflat? 

Is recall a time when you caused another (Int button) un-flat? 

Is recall a time when others caused others (Int button) un-flat? 

Is recall a time when you caused yourself (Int button) un-flat?  

(Assess on Quad pcs only.)   

     (For Int RD: Flatten the un-flat flow(s) to F/N, cog, VGIs.  –  For End of Endless Int 
Repair RD: Pick up the un-flat flow and handle to four F/N’ing flows on that Int button.         

    Then reassess the Int buttons, as the entire RD may not have been flattened and will now 
need to be.) 



*2. On your INT RD was a chain or incident left un-flat? 

Find out which one(s). Handle with an L3RG. 

___________

*3. (NOTE: ASSESS No. 3 ONLY ON PC’s WHO’VE HAD THE ORIGINAL 
INT RD, NOT THE REVISED INT RD.) 

Is a secondary flow un-flat? 

L3RG and handle. 

___________

*4. Is an engram flow un-flat? 

L3RG and handle. 

___________

5. Was some part of your INT handling mis-run? 

Find out what.  –  For Int RD: handle with an L3RG any messed up chains. 
 –  For End of Endless Int Repair RD: straighten out any messed up recall 
flows and handle per No. 1 above. 

___________

6. Did you run the concept of ”being in” or ”being stuck in” instead 
of the concept of ”going in?” 

Sort it out. Find out what was run. Handle any confusions. If it is estab-
lished that he didn’t run the concept of ”going in” on whatever the running 
button was, check the button for read. If it reads, run the Int RD or End of 
Endless Int Repair RD properly. Do not run the RD if the button doesn’t 
read. 

___________

7. Were you running an item that was different than the one as-
sessed? 

Indicate it. Get the item the pc was actually running and take it to full EP if 
not yet flat. Then recheck the item that was assessed, put in Suppress and 
Inval. as necessary, and if charged, run the item that was assessed (on 
whichever RD the PC had). 

___________

8. Did the INT button assessed have no charge on it? 

Indicate the button was uncharged and should not have been run and all actions connected 
with it should not have been run. D/L if necessary. 

___________

9. Was there another INT button that should have read? 

Get what it was and note it’s read as the pc gives it. Find out if the Int but-
ton that was taken up instead is charged. If so, complete any handling on it 
to F/N. If not, handle as in No. 8 above. Then handle the new item, if 
charged, on Int RD or End of Endless Int Repair RD, whichever applies. 

___________



10. On your INT handling were you run on a recall flow that had no 
charge on it? 

Find out which one and indicate that that flow should not have been run. 

___________

11. Can’t you get in? 

If so, L&N to BD F/N item ”Who or what was afraid to go into things?” 
Then run alternate repetitively ”What did (item found) do?” ”What did 
(item found) withhold?” to an F/N and a blow. 

___________

12. Do you have an out-list? 

Handle with L4BRA. 

___________

13. Was the rundown done over an ARC break? 

    Problem? 

    Withhold? 

    Overt?  

Indicate and handle to F/N. 

___________ 

___________ 

___________ 

___________

14. Was the rundown done over some other bypassed charge? 

Find out what and handle. 

___________

15. Was the wording of the rundown badly cleared? 

Fully clear all MU’s to F/N. 

___________

16. On your INT handling was there a misunderstood word? 

Fully clear all MU’s to F/N. 

___________

17. Were you confused about something? 

Clear it up with the correct references. Itsa E/S itsa to F/N. 

___________

18. Didn’t you understand what the RD was for? 

Clear this up with correct references. Itsa E/S itsa to F/N. 

___________

19. Were you thinking of leaving during INT? 

Itsa E/S itsa to F/N.

___________



20. Were you leaving a post? 

Itsa E/S itsa to F/N.  

___________

21. Were you trying to get a post? 

Itsa E/S itsa to F/N. 

___________

22. Anything to do with jails? 

Itsa E/S itsa to F/N. 

___________

23. Are you wanted anywhere? 

Itsa E/S itsa to F/N. 

___________

24. Are you afraid that if you get out you will cause damage? 

Itsa E/S itsa to F/N. 

___________

25. Would letting you out be an overt? 

Itsa E/S itsa to F/N. 

___________

26. Have you failed to get out in an earlier religion or practice? 

Itsa E/S itsa to F/N. Note for C/S to handle earlier practices on program. 

___________

27. Do you just move back into the body and push against it? 

Itsa E/S itsa to F/N. 

___________

28. Were there auditor errors? 

Indicate. Sort it out and clean up BPC. If R3RA errors, use an L3RG (except 
for Clears, etc.), L1C if necessary. 

___________

*29. Were there errors on engrams? 

Find out what and handle with an L3RG. 

___________

30. (ASSESS ONLY ON DN CLEARS, CLEARS OR OTS.) Were you audit-
ed on Dianetics after going Dianetic clear or Scientology Clear? 

Indicate that he should not have been run on Dianetics after Clear. If no F/N, D/L when he 
went Clear. 

___________

31. Has INT been neglected for a long time? 

Indicate. Itsa E/S itsa to F/N. 

___________



32. Are you worried because interiorization continues to read? 

Indicate. Itsa E/S itsa to F/N. 

___________

33. Are you concerned because you have to be reviewed? 

Indicate. Itsa E/S itsa to F/N. 

___________

34. Was the INT RD (end of endless INT repair RD) already flat? 

Indicate. Date/Locate the flat point. 

___________

35. Was your INT handling overrun? 

Indicate. Date/Locate the flat point. 

___________

36. Was INT handling unnecessary in the first place? 

Indicate. If no F/N, Date/Locate the point he felt good about going into 
things. 

___________

37. Did you feel fine about going into things to begin with? 

Indicate it. If no F/Ns Date/Locate that point. 

___________

38. Is your INT handling perfectly okay? 

Indicate. If no F/N, Date/Locate the point he felt good about going into 
things. 

___________

39. Has your INT handling been over-repaired? 

Indicate. Date/Locate the flat point. 

___________

40. Has INT been run several times over? 

Indicate. Date/Locate the flat point. 

___________

41. Has the INT RD correction list been overdone? 

Indicate. If no F/N Date/Locate the point he felt his Int RD was repaired. 

___________

42. On your INT handling did you go past a win? 

Indicate. Rehab the win to F/N VGIs. If no F/N, Date/Locate that point. 

___________
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43. During your INT handling did you go exterior? 

Indicate. Rehab to F/N VGIs. If no F/N, Date/Locate that point. 

___________

44. Is this action unnecessary? 

Indicate. If no F/N itsa E/S itsa to F/N. 

___________

45. Is there something else wrong? 

Find out what and handle. 

___________
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